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Be insp i red  by  the  Dan i sh  way of  l i v ing

CELEBRATE 
HYGGE this spring

Pyt:  
Introducing the 
Danish concept to 
de-stress and live 
a HAPPIER LIFE

EMBRACE  
the DANISH WAY

M a g a z i n e



Here at Danish Collection we embrace and 

are inspired by the Danish way of living. This 

involves finding joy in the simple things in life 

through the concept of  ‘hygge’, the Danish 

word for the mood of cosiness, conviviality 

and feelings of wellbeing. Find out how to 

incorporate elements of ‘hygge’ into your 

lifestyle.

EMBRACE  THE DANISH WAY

As soon as spring arrives, the Danes enjoy the outdoors and the benefits of the fresh air.  

They immerse themselves in the beauty of their surroundings and celebrate this with 

friends. Here are four ways to embrace this style of living, the Danish Collection way.

BLOW AWAY THE WINTER
By the middle of April, Denmark’s weather 

has warmed up considerably. Flowers are 

blooming all over the country, even in Cities 

like Copenhagen and Aarhus. The Danes 

venture out to enjoy leisurely walks in 

the parks, woodlands and small lakes with 

roaming deer. Very similar to the English, 

who enjoy visiting their National Trusts, 

Knole Park being one of our favourites and 

right on our doorstep.
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CREATE LASTING MEMORIES
May and June are the months of Danish 

celebrations, special bank holidays, concerts, 

rallies, commemorations and traditions with 

flags and candles galore. Full of feel good 

activities at the same time as the English 

May Day pole and Morris dancing traditions. 

In more recent years, music festivals have 

exploded onto the scene as the way of 

enjoying our outdoors and making unforgett- 

able moments with friends.
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Enjoy long walks in Knole Park

Creating those special moments with family and friends

Festivals and Tivoli Gardens, 
Copenhagen where lasting 
memories are made

danishcollection.co.uk



ESCAPE AND UNWIND
The summer months are considered the 

prettiest in Denmark with the highest of 

temperatures.  A time for escaping to the coast, 

spend time in the sea and take full advantage 

of Denmarks rural tranquillity. Always looking 

to achieve that wonderful feeling of balance 

between work and social life. ‘Sankt Hans 

Aften’ 23 June, is traditionally seen as the 

peak of summer and associated with beautiful 

late sunsets. The Danes gather together, sing 

hymns and focus on “HYGGE”; all generations 

join together for bonfires on the beach. Here 

in England, we can boast some of the most 

stunning coastline in Europe so why not make 

the most of what we have, take a picnic, a hot 

flask and unwind or party.
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Nyhavn Copenhagen

‘Sankt Hans Aften’ 23 June

Ocean blue Cornwall. A day at 

the beach begins with a sunrise 

and ends with a smile.   

Work. Travel. Repeat.

Fishing boats on the beach at Penberth Cove, a small fishing village near Lands End in Cornwall

The Danes love to cycle everywhere

WORK/LIFE BALANCE
Typically, July brings the Danes driving out to 

their summer houses, which are often situated 

not far from the seashore.  A ‘sommerhus’ is a 

house that is purpose built for spending time 

both indoors and outdoors with friends and 

family but not a main, all year long residence. 

Not typical, however, are our very own beach 

huts, found near to English beaches and the 

closest comparison on a smaller scale. Either 

way, it is all about enjoying the feeling of 

wellbeing and managing the work/life balance. 
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Danish summer houses

WELLBEING
The Danes build exercise and fresh air into their 

daily routine.  They love to cycle everywhere,  

in town, on the beach and in the countryside.  

So dust down your cycle and ride to work or 

encourage your friends and family to join you 

on an adventure in our beautiful countryside.
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06 Reka Cardigan - InWear - £89.95   07 Rain Poncho - Ilse Jacobsen - £175.00   08 Cassie Parka Coat - Mos Mosh - £229   09 Ramina Sunglasses - Part Two - £29.95   10  Kayser Crossbody Bag - Markberg  - 

£69.00   11 Large Printed Scarf - Gustav - £140   12 Tovi Led Table Lamp Small & large - Danish Collection - £15.95/£38.50   13 To Go Click Mug/ Vacuum Jug - Stelton - £29.95/£79.95   14 Diamond Design 

Blankets -  Weaver Green - £45.00 each   15  Pull on Trainers, Multi Coloured - Billi Bi - £124.00

01 Chair (part of cafe set - £195), Black and white cushions - £47.95, Throw - £34.00   02 Clear crystal glasses/caraf - Frederik Bagger - £48.95   03 Various style trainers - Billi Bi - £124.00/£148   

04  Lamzac lounge bed - Fatboy - £74.50 each  05 Ashley Ava Blouse - Mos Mosh - £109.00
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LIVING 
THE DANISH COLLECTION WAY

The feeling of wellbeing comes in many forms, 

including the quality and style of your clothing, 

through to your outdoor furniture for comfort 

and relaxation.
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danishcollection.co.uk

%10OFF
online only*   

Using code DC10% 
at checkout



FRESH AIR
Spending plenty of time outdoors soaking up 

that much needed dose of vitamin D is good 

for your health and wellbeing. When relaxing 

indoors keep your windows or doors open 

whenever you can. Fresh air is soothing and 

a healthy reminder that there’s still a whole, 

beautiful world out there.

SPRING BAKES
Inspire good vibes through the smell and 

sight of fresh, seasonal food. Sharing food 

can be key in creating great memories with 

family and friends. Indulge in something new 

and tasty with banana bread, lavender scones 

or cinnamon swirls, for fun times.

For a closer Danish adventure, visit “Ole & Steen”  

in Haymarket, London. Here you can soak up 

the atmosphere and purchase really authentic 

pastries. Try the cinnamon swirl and the 

rye bread, but we warn you, when you have 

been once, you will want to go every day.  

The same feeling you have when you first 

visit Danish Collection.

If you wish to taste a little piece of Denmark, 

try these Cinnamon Swirls. This tried and 

tested recipe stems from the Grandmother 

of a Danish Collection employee. 

Full instructions can be found on our website 

at danishcollection.co.uk/recipe-i26 

Hygge is not just a trendy Danish concept 
exclusively for the long winter months, it is 
something we can and should try to experience 
all year round. It’s about feeling contentment 
and joy in the little moments, living a  
healthy, balanced life and creating, comforting 
surroundings.

Embrace that feeling of wellbeing when the 
weather gets warmer with fresh air, sunlight and 
being at one with nature through family gatherings, 
trips to the beach and al fresco eating. 

For the dough: 

• 1 sachet dried yeast

• 600ml milk

• 200g butter

• 750g flour

• 1 egg

• pinch of salt

Decorate with: Icing sugar and water mix 

CELEBRATE
hygge
[hue-gah]  noun

A calm, comfortable time with people 

you love.  A complete absence of 

frustrations or emotional overwhelm, 

often enjoyed with good food and drinks, 

warm blankets and candlelight.

BRING NATURE INSIDE
A vase of flowers or a well placed succulent 

can instantly make a room feel fresh and 

alive.  Why stop there when you can bring 

colourful and elegant flower designs to your 

soft furnishings or your spring wardrobe, 

courtesy of on trend, Danish designers.

DECLUTTER AND DE-STRESS
Over the winter months we collect and store, 

which means we keep plenty of throws, pillows 

and extras all around our homes that we don’t 

need during the warm seasons.  So do as the 

Danes do, streamline and simplify by removing 

such things that don’t give you joy. It’s a great 

way to make any room (and you) feel instantly 

calmer. Decluttering is the perfect way to  

reset and freshen your home. 

CANDLES AND SCENT
Soft glowing light is relaxing in any weather 

and candles always make a space look more 

homely. Spring is the time of year to put 

away heavy food fragrances like gingerbread 

and apple cider in favour of soft florals, such 

as, gardenia and rose, or bright, fruity notes 

like lemon and lychee.

Filling:

• 250g soft butter 

• 200g cane sugar

• 2 tbsp ground  

   cinnamon

 • 2 egg yolks

HYGGE  THIS SPRING



06 Reka Cardigan - InWear - £89.95   07 Kimono Day Flower - Day Birger et Mikkelsen - £390.00   08 Floral Wide Leg Trouser - Ilse Jacobsen - £120.00   09 Pink Reed Diffuser - Danish Collection - £15.95   

10  Velvet Cushions - Vanilla Fly - £38.95   11  Velvet Tote Bag, Flowers and Bugs - Vanilla Fly - £34.95   12 17oz Water Bottle - S’Well - £38.95   13 Medium Melamine Cup with Selmas Flower Print - Rice - £4.99   

14 Hair Brush - Fan Palm - £35.00   

Colourful floral designs brighten and bring cheer. 

Freshen everything from your wardrobe  

through to your dining table with this season’s  

on trend beauty.

01  Velvet Cushion, Peony Print - Vanilla Fly - £38.95   02  Pilar Skirt/Knoxy Blouse - Part Two - £69.95/ £69.95   03 Long Printed Dress - Gustav - £265.00   04  Headdemock Hammock - Fatboy - £409.00

05 Tulip Candle - Danish Collection - £19.95
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“Pyt is one of my favourite words. It’s the most positive 

sound I have ever heard and it has an enormous power when 

it comes to letting go of things we can’t change. There is so 

much relief in that word.” Chris MacDonald

Here at Danish Collection we love the Danish word ‘Pyt’ and try to 

incorporate it into our working day.  Find out why we love it so much.

Pyt can reduce stress because it is a sincere 

attempt to encourage yourself and others 

to not get bogged down by minor daily 

frustrations. One business leader has 

suggested that knowing when to say ‘pyt’ 

at work can lead to more job satisfaction.

Pyt has no direct English translation, and 

like the Danish word ‘Hygge’, is more of 

a concept than a word alone. Some 

interpretations include ‘never mind’, ‘don’t 

worry’ or ‘forget about it’. However, these 

expressions seem negative and don’t 

convey the positive aspect of the word. 

‘Pyt’ is used to express that you accept 

a situation is out of your control.  If you 

are annoyed or frustrated but decide not 

to waste unnecessary energy on thinking 

more about it, you accept the situation and 

move on. ‘Pyt’ is many things and is also used 

to comfort other people and diffuse difficult 

situations. 

‘Pyt’  closely translates to the 

English sayings ‘don’t worry about 

it’ ‘stuff happens’ or ‘oh well’

The popularity of the word doesn’t surprise 

Chris MacDonald, (physiologist, writer, 

public speaker and founder of the charity  

JUST HUMAN), Chris moved to Denmark from 

the US 20 years ago and in his fascinating  

article for Danish national newspaper 

Berlingske, what Denmark has taught me 

about happiness, he writes, “Pyt is one of  

my favourite words. It’s the most positive 

sound I have ever heard, and it has an 

enormous power when it comes to letting go 

of things we can’t change. There is so much 

relief in that word.”

He came across ‘pyt’ when first learning 

Danish. “Danish is an exceptionally 

monotonous language. It’s like listening 

to a musician with a limited range. Then  

I started to notice this one word that stuck 

out; not only did it stick out from the Danish 

range, it also had a nice sound to it. The 

sound of ‘pyt’ is delicate and soft creating a 

comforting feeling and atmosphere.”

‘Pyt’ is used to express that you  

accept a situation is out of  

your control.

PYTINTRODUCING THE DANISH 
CONCEPT TO DE-STRESS  
AND LIVE A HAPPIER LIFE

Situations when to push the 

‘PYT’ button

We support a charity set up 

by Chris MacDonald called 

‘JUST HUMAN’  by selling 

a small range of homeware 

with feel good Danish 

messages. All proceeds go 

straight to the charity.  

www.justhuman.dk



&UNWIND 
WITH DANISH INSPIRED DESIGN

07 Hamman Towel - Meraki - £27.00   08 Hygge T-shirt - Ilse Jacobsen - £50.00   09 Hamman Bathrobe - Meraki - £83.00   10 Burgundy Dining Chair - Danish Collection - £119.95   11  Margit Brandt Velour Table 

Lamp - Danish Collection - £156.95   11  Fragrance Diffuser - Danish Collection - £21.95   12 Fragrance Diffuser - Danish Collection - £21.95   13 Velvet Vogue Armchair, Grey Poppy - Danish Collection - £309.00    

14 Scented Candle - Meraki - £12.00   15 Grand Cru Mug/Milk Jug - Rosendahl - £14.95/£14.95  16  Hammershoi Mini Vases - Kähler - £44.90  17 Rustic Stone Candle, Small/Medium/Large - 

£11.95/£15.50/£19.75 

01 Butterfly Lounge Chair/Lambskin rug - Danish Collection - £349.00/£103   02 Headdemock Hammock - Fatboy - £409.00   03 Well-being and lifestyle products - Meraki   04 Candles from £8.50, Candle holders 

from £35.00 - Danish Collection   05 Small/Large Mirrored Stainless Steel Cafu Candle Holder - Georg Jensen - £65/£55.00

Indulge yourself and unwind  

with mood enhancing, feel good  

products and accessories.
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danishcollection.co.uk 
137 High Street, Sevenoaks, Kent TN13 1UX.  01732 452620

Denmark is consistently in the top three countries 

with the happiest people in the world, so discover 

how to incorporate some of that joy into your 

life, the Danish Collection way.

We are a lifestyle concept store both online and 

on the high street.  Discover products inspired 

by the Danish way of life, beautiful design and 

impeccable craftsmanship.

danishcollection.co.uk 
137 High Street, Sevenoaks, Kent TN13 1UX.  01732 452620

%10OFF

* OFFER VALID UNTIL 1/09/2019

online only*   
Using code DC10% 

at checkout


